Immune complexome analysis reveals the specific and frequent presence of immune complex antigens in lung cancer patients: A pilot study.
Cancer immunotherapies such as antibodies targeting T cell checkpoints, or adaptive tumor-infiltrating lymphocyte (TIL) transfer, have been developed to boost the endogenous immune response against human malignancies. However, activation of T cells by such antibodies can lead to the risk of autoimmune diseases. Also, the selection of tumor-reactive T cells for TIL relies on information regarding mutated antigens in tumors and does not reflect other factors involved in protein antigenicity. It is therefore essential to engineer therapeutic interventions by which T cell reactivity against tumor cells is selectively enhanced (i.e., "focused cancer immunotherapy") based on tumor antigens that are specifically expressed in the tumor of a certain cancer and in many patients with this cancer. Immune complexes (ICs) are the direct and stable products of immunological recognition by humoral immunity. Here, we searched for tumor-specific IC antigens in each of five cancers (lung (n = 28), colon (n = 20), bladder (n = 20), renal cell (n = 15) and malignant lymphoma (n = 9)), by using immune complexome analysis that comprehensively identifies and profiles the constituent antigens in ICs. This analysis indicated that gelsolin and inter-alpha-trypsin inhibitor heavy chains were specifically and frequently detected (at a frequency higher than 80%), and that phosphoproteins (VENTX, VCIP135) were also specifically present in the ICs of lung cancer patients. Immune complexome analysis successfully identified several tumor-specific IC antigens with high detection frequency in lung cancer patients. These specific antigens are required to validate the clinical benefit by further analysis using a large number of patients.